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Abstract We quantified effects of dust load on the cloud top ice cloud fraction (ICF) in terms of the dust
extinction coefficient (σext). We analyzed 3‐year data sets obtained from an active satellite sensor over middle
to high latitudes in the northern hemisphere for temperatures (T) between 230 and 273 K and σext values
between 0.005 and 0.145 km−1. At about 250 K, ICF changed by about 30% in response to the above range of
σext, whereas at extreme T values, ICF was relatively insensitive to σext. Thus, we concluded that ICF was
primarily determined by T, with substantial influence of σext at about 250 K, likely due to increased
opportunities for freezing as σext increases. Sensitivity of ICFwas the lowest both at the largest σext and lowest
T and at the smallest σext and highest T, while it was the highest at about 0.03 km−1 of σext and about 250 K.

Plain Language Summary If there are any physical parameters that influence the ICF except
temperature (T), how much does this parameter influence ICF in a given T? Dust particles have been long
known as efficient ice nucleating particles. Although previous studies suggested that more dust particles
increased ICF, they did not use quantitative parameters of the dust amount, but less‐quantitative indicators
such as relative dust frequency. Therefore, we used the dust extinction coefficient (σext) as a quantitative
parameter of dust amount and examined the relationship between the dust amount and ICF for T between
230 and 273 K. We observed the following phenomena from satellite data. At about 250 K, ICF substantially
depended on σext likely due to increased opportunities for freezing as σext increases. However, at extreme T
values, ICF was relatively insensitive to σext. Moreover, we found that sensitivity of ICF was the lowest both
at the largest σext and lowest T and at the smallest σext and highest T, while it was the highest at about
0.03 km−1 of σext and about 250 K. These behaviors of the ICF sensitivity could be understood from
characteristics of T (the lower, the easier for freezing) and σext (the larger, the easier for freezing).

1. Introduction

The Earth's clouds can consist of liquid droplets, ice crystals, or a mixture of both in the temperature range
between approximately 235 and 273 K. Information on cloud thermodynamic phases (ice or liquid water,
hereafter the cloud phase) is crucial for determining cloud radiative properties (Fu & Liou, 1993;
Slingo, 1989). Liquid water droplets do not freeze instantaneously at 273 K. Liquid water droplets' freezing
can be caused by aerosols acting as ice nucleating particles (INP) or may occur without INP below about
235 K (Pruppacher & Klett, 1978). The former, called as heterogeneous freezing, can be classified into con-
tact, condensation/immersion, and deposition nucleation modes depending on the physical processes
involved, and the latter is called as homogeneous freezing.

Dust particles blown into the atmosphere from arid and semiarid areas have long been recognized as a domi-
nant INP in nature (Hoose & Möhler, 2012; Isono et al., 1959; Murray et al., 2012; Pratt et al., 2009; Sassen
et al., 2003), and the importance of oceanic biological aerosols as INP has been pointed out in the Southern,
North Pacific, andNorthAtlantic Oceans (Burrows et al., 2013;Wilson et al., 2015). Recently, Tobo et al. (2019)
found that dust particles from the arctic land surface had remarkably high ice‐nucleating ability, which could
influence mixed‐phase clouds in the Arctic, where this type of cloud prevails (Shupe et al., 2008).
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Key Points:
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Previous studies have demonstrated a bias in the temperature (T) dependence of cloud phase partitioning in
climate models (Komurcu et al., 2014; McCoy et al., 2015). Thus, climate models cannot reproduce the radia-
tive contribution of supercooled liquid clouds due to inappropriate cloud treatment compared with observa-
tions (Bodas‐Salcedo et al., 2016). Tan and Storelvmo (2019) also emphasize the importance of realistic
representations of the processes in mixed‐phase clouds, particularly in the Arctic.

Observational studies of the cloud phase also have been conducted, mainly using the Cloud‐Aerosol Lidar
with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) instrument aboard the Cloud‐Aerosol Lidar and Infrared
Pathfinder Satellite Observation (CALIPSO) mission, launched in 2006 (Hu et al., 2009; Yoshida et al., 2010).
Ice cloud fraction relative to water clouds showed strong dependence on temperature and latitude (Yoshida
et al., 2010). Figure 1b of Choi et al. (2010) presented a figure of CALIPSO‐derived supercooled cloud frac-
tions (SCF) (Hu et al., 2009) in several locations where dust loads would differ as a function of the cloud tem-
perature, including Asia, South and North America, and Antarctica. They reported different SCF values,
even for the same temperature, and suggested that enhanced glaciation by dust would influence the differ-
ence, demonstrating a negative correlation between SCF and the relative dust frequency used as an indicator
of dustiness (also derived from CALIPSO data) at the−20°C isotherm. Kanitz et al. (2011) plotted a relation-
ship between the fractions of ice‐containing clouds and temperature using many lidar measurements from
the ground (Chile, South Africa, and Germany) and a ship, and they attributed the ice fraction difference to
variation in the aerosol condition, such as through anthropogenic pollution, mineral dust, forest fire smoke,
and terrestrial biological material. Furthermore, Tan et al. (2014) adopted a method similar to that of Choi
et al. (2010) using CALIPSO data and showed that SCF could be influenced by the existence of aerosols, com-
paring SCF with the relative aerosol frequencies of dust, polluted dust, and smoke aerosols on a global scale.
Zhang et al. (2015) obtained a result similar to that of Tan et al. (2014), focusing on East Asia. These studies
supported the suggestion that dust promotes freezing, but they had difficulty establishing quantitative rela-
tionships between the cloud phase fraction and INP properties, mainly because they used only aerosol‐type
information as an INP load indicator, which was converted into a less‐quantitative parameter such as the
relative dust frequency. Although Zhao et al. (2018) combined passive Moderate‐resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) remote sensing data with active CALIPSO data and showed an increase in
the ice cloud fraction with layered aerosol optical depth, the relationship between the ice cloud fraction
and temperature remains unclear.

Recently, high latitudes and polar regions have drawn attention due to related phenomena, such as Arctic
amplification (Screen & Simmonds, 2010; Taylor et al., 2013). This area is sensitive to warming through,
e.g., via sea ice‐albedo feedback (Manabe & Wetherald, 1975). This is a positive feedback that strengthens
the initial warming by decreasing the Earth's reflectivity due to melting sea ice. Based on this situation, this
study examined the quantitative effect of dust load on cloud top phase partitioning over middle to high lati-
tudes in the Northern Hemisphere, where the climatic influence is important. This study adopted the dust
extinction coefficient, which was retrieved from CALIPSO data by Nishizawa et al. (2011), which was based
on Nishizawa et al. (2007, 2008), as the dust load indicator.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the data and methods used. Section 3 presents and dis-
cusses the obtained results. Finally, section 4 summarizes our findings and gives future perspectives on this
topic.

2. Data and Method

This section first describes the data sets used in this study. The products of the dust extinction coefficient at
532 nm (hereafter σext), the cloud phase, and temperature (hereafter T) were obtained from the EarthCARE
Research Product Monitor. The vertical and horizontal resolutions of all data sets averaged 240 m and
1.1 km, respectively. This system distributes the aerosol and cloud data derived from “A‐train” constellation
satellite data, e.g., CloudSat, CALIPSO, and Aqua, and is released to maximize the outcomes of the algo-
rithm development activities using A‐train data and prepared for the distribution of the JAXA
EarthCARE products before launch.

First, a cloud and aerosol discrimination scheme (Hagihara et al., 2010) was developed to investigate rela-
tionships between clouds and aerosols. A cloud mask scheme was developed and validated using data
obtained by ship‐based lidar and 94‐GHz radar in the midlatitudes (Okamoto et al., 2007) and tropical
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western Pacific Ocean (Okamoto et al., 2008), and applied to CALIPSO and CloudSat data (KU‐mask
product).

After cloud signals were removed, an algorithm developed by Nishizawa et al. (2011) was applied to derive
the extinction for three aerosol types. The algorithm simultaneously utilizes attenuated backscattering coef-
ficient at 532 and 1,064 nm with depolarization ratio at 532 nm of CALIPSO data to retrieve the vertical pro-
files of the extinction coefficients at 532 nm for three types of aerosol, i.e., water soluble (a mixture of sulfate,
nitrate, and organic aerosols), dust, and sea salt together with the difference in their optical properties. For
the dust model, the following microphysical and optical properties were assumed: spheroidal shape; mode
radius 2 μm, standard deviation 2.2 μm; log‐normal size distribution; real and imaginary parts of the refrac-
tive indices at 532 and 1,064 nm of 1.51 and 3.4 × 10−3 and 1.50 and 2.5 × 10−3, respectively; lidar ratio,
defined as extinction coefficient to backscattering coefficient, at 532 nm of 48 sr; and depolarization ratio
at 532 nm of 30%. This method considers nonsphericity and models the dust optical properties assuming a
spheroidal shape (Dubovik et al., 2006). This introduction of nonsphericity in spheroids enabled us to model
lidar ratio of 48 sr and depolarization of 30% with realistic values and to retrieve fraction and extinction coef-
ficient of each spherical type in one grid box. The lidar ratio of dust assumed in this study is close to the mea-
sured values by Raman lidar (Müller et al., 2007). For more details on the retrieval algorithm and σext
product, see Nishizawa et al. (2011). As for the fixed lidar ratio assumed in this study, Wandinger et al. (2010)
pointed out that Saharan dust cases could introduce 10–40% underestimation of σext due to multiple scatter-
ing compared to CALIPSO products. Similar underestimationmay be expected in the analyses of dust extinc-
tion when optical thickness becomes large. A fast method is needed to estimate the effects of multiple
scattering on both backscattering coefficient and depolarization ratio to correct these effects. For the pur-
poses, application of physical model and vectorized physical model developed for the interpretation of
space‐borne lidar seems to be promising (Sato et al., 2018, 2019).

For the cloud phase, an algorithm by Yoshida et al. (2010) was applied to clouds detected by the cloud mask
scheme using CALIPSO data to determine the cloud particle phase and orientation of ice clouds. The algo-
rithm uses the depolarization ratio and the ratio of attenuated backscattering coefficients for two vertically
consecutive layers, with the modification by Hirakata et al. (2014). This modified method can discriminate
the following seven cloud particle types: warm water (liquid droplets with T ≥ 273 K), supercooled water
(liquid droplets with T < 273 K), three‐dimensional (3‐D) ice (randomly oriented ice crystals),
two‐dimensional (2‐D) plates (likely ice crystals containing horizontally oriented plates with specular reflec-
tion, liquid droplets, or randomly oriented ice crystals), a mixture of 3‐D ice and 2‐D plates, unknown1
(likely ice crystals containing horizontally oriented plates with weak specular reflection), and unknown2
(liquid droplets or randomly oriented ice crystals). We are particularly interested in liquid/ice partitioning
and use warm water and supercooled water as liquid and use 3‐D ice, 2‐D plate, and a mixture of 3‐D ice
and 2‐D plate as ice. Unknown1 and 2 were excluded from the analysis. For more details of the retrieval algo-
rithm and cloud particle type product (KU‐type product), see Yoshida et al. (2010) and Hirakata et al. (2014).
These aerosol and cloud products, which were derived with the same CALIOP instrument, are completely
coincident spatiotemporally.

For the meteorology, temperature information for every 240 m was taken from the European Center for
Medium‐range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Ancillary Atmospheric State Product, originally from the
CloudSat products of CloudSat ECMWF‐AUX R04 (Partain, 2007), to adjust the CALIPSO footprint.

The target period is 3 years from December 2006 to November 2009, and the target area is middle to high
latitudes of greater than 45° in the Northern Hemisphere. As described above, the algorithm of Nishizawa
et al. (2011) can also retrieve the extinction coefficients of water‐soluble and sea salt aerosols. Although a
mixture of more than one aerosol component in a single layer is frequently observed, the analyzed samples
were limited to the portion of dust extinction coefficient larger than 70% of the total (three types of aerosols)
extinction coefficient. This threshold of 70% was determined in view of both extracting the effect of dust on
freezing and obtaining the enough number of samples. As a specific analysis method, we use the following
comparison procedure. First, two consecutive layers (one layer is 240m thick) are sought such that the upper
layer is dominated by dust and the lower layer is classified as cloudy. This procedure is used in an effort to
realize the assumption that the partitioning of the cloud phase is influenced by the aerosol of the closest layer
in the context of using a lidar instrument. Lidar signals are easily attenuated by even thin cloud layers;
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therefore, the situation analyzed is mostly realized for a dusty layer
just above the cloud top. Second, the ice cloud fraction (ICF here-
after) is calculated as the ratio of the ice sample number to the total
(ice plus liquid water) sample number at each grid of T and σext bins
for the aforementioned temporal and spatial ranges. The analyzed
ranges of T and σext were taken for 230–273 K and 0.005–
0.145 km−1, respectively. Six bins were taken for both T and σext as
defined in Table 1.

Note that ICF in this study is not exactly the same as that referred to
in numerical models, such as the fraction of ice crystals to total parti-

cles throughout the cloud layer or the fraction of frozen layers to all cloud layers, because lidar signals
quickly attenuate in thick media. Rather, ICF can be interpreted as the frozen probability; this should be
kept in mind when comparing the results of this study with model outputs.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Relationships Between ICF and T With Different σext

Figure 1a shows the relationship between ICF and T with six σext bins. ICF is a monotonic function of T for
all σext bins. The overall tendency of the graph is consistent with the findings of Choi et al. (2010), which
showed the following in the SCF in their Figure 1: ICF values are generally about 30%, 55%, and 85% at
approximately 260, 250, and 240 K, respectively; and flatter and steeper parts can be observed near the lowest
and highest T range (especially near the lowest T in this study), and except these two ends, respectively. This
feature suggests that the curves are convex in lower T, and they are concave in higher T ranges.

Note that the larger σext is, the larger ICF becomes in the same T bin. Although the variation in ICF due to
different values of σext in the same T bin is smaller in bins near the low and high ends, that in intermediate T
bins is larger. Hereafter, intermediate T and intermediate σext mean about 250 K and about 0.03 km−1,
respectively. In particular, ICF values are most spread at the intermediate T range, with an almost 30% dif-
ference between the smallest and largest σext values. In this temperature range, heterogeneous nucleation
such as immersion freezing and condensation nucleation modes would be effective (Hoose &
Möhler, 2012). It would be interesting to point out that ICF highly depends on σext at the intermediate T
range, but ICF is insensitive to σext at the low and high ends of the T range.

Table 1
Ranges of Each bin of T and σext

T (K) σext (1/km)

1 230 237 0.005 0.009

2 237 244 0.009 0.015
3 244 251 0.015 0.027
4 252 259 0.027 0.047
5 259 266 0.047 0.083
6 266 273 0.083 0.145

Figure 1. (a) Relationship between ICF and T with six σext bins. The values of T and σext cover from 230 to 273 K and
from 0.005 to 0.145 (km−1), respectively. (b) Sensitivity of ICF with regard to T as a function of σext. Conditions of T and
σext are the same as those of (a).
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In order to further investigate the sensitivity of ICF with regard to T, we plot Δ (ICF)/ΔT, i.e., the slope in
curves of Figure 1a, as a function of σext for six T bins in Figure 1b. All values are negative, because ICF is
a decreasing function of T, with three lower (233, 240, and 248 K) and three higher T ranges (255, 262,
and 269 K) producing increasing and decreasing trends, respectively. These trends reflect convex shapes
in lower T values and concave shapes in higher T values of Figure 1a, with an inflection point at the leftmost
part (a weak decreasing trend) of the 248 K curve. In the lower T range, the magnitude of the sensitivity of
ICF with regard to T increases as T increases, whereas in the higher T range, it decreases as T increases. This
trend can be explained by the dominance of homogeneous nucleation processes at lower T, whereas higher T
values approach the melting temperature. Moreover, we notice the following features: the highest sensitivity
occurs at intermediate σext and T values; the lowest sensitivity occurs at the highest σext and lowest T values,
and vice versa (especially at the highest σext and lowest T case in this study); the higher sensitivity occurs at
smaller σext in the lowest T, and vice versa. These features on the sensitivity of ICF will be understood in the
next subsection together with the sensitivity of ICF with regard to σext.

3.2. Relationship Between ICF and σext With Different T

Figure 2a shows the relationship between ICF and σext with six T bins using the same data sets as in
Figure 1a. The curves of the highest and lowest T bins are flat, denoting that T is quite influential in deciding
ICF in these temperature ranges as shown by Yoshida et al. (2010). Compared with the lowest T case, the
highest T curve is less flat, particularly around the high σext region, due to promotion of the freezing by dust.
For the other four T bins, however, the curves increase monotonically with different slopes depending on
σext values. Especially, the two central curves (248–255 K) are steeper, as illustrated that ICF values were
most widely distributed in Figure 1a.

Similar to the case of T, the sensitivity of ICF with regard to σext was also investigated. Figure 2b presents Δ
(ICF)/Δσext, i.e., the slope of curves in Figure 2a, as a function of T for six σext bins. All values are positive
because ICF is an increasing function of σext. All curves were convex, with the peak position shifting toward
higher T regions as σext increased. We also find the following similar features to the previous subsection: the
highest sensitivity at intermediate σext and T values; the lowest sensitivity at the highest σext and lowest T
values, and vice versa (especially at the highest σext and lowest T case in this study); the higher sensitivity
at smaller σext in the lowest T, and vice versa. These features on the sensitivity of ICF could be understood
as follows. The sensitivity of ICF takes the lowest both at the largest σext and lowest T values where both fac-
tors enhance freezing and at the smallest σext and highest T values where both factors inhibit freezing, while
the sensitivity of ICF gets the highest at the quite distinct situation from the lowest case like intermediate σext
and T values. Additionally, due to the competing effect of σext (the higher, the easier for freezing) and T (the

Figure 2. (a) Relationship between ICF and σext with six T bins. (b) Sensitivity of ICF with regard to σext as a function of
T. conditions of T and σext are the same as those of Figure 1a.
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lower, the easier for freezing), the sensitivity of ICF becomes higher
as σext gets smaller in the lowest T and as σext gets larger in the high-
est T.

Here let us show a diagram illustration of ICF with the x axis as T and
the y axis as σext in Figure 3. Although the content is the same as
Figures 1a and 2a, the above‐mentioned dependence of ICT on T
and σext could be visually understood.

Figure 4 presents the sample number of each bin in the same frame-
work as Figure 3. The sample number ranges about from 3,900 to
295,000 over the entire area for the entire period.

As for the error estimation, according to Nishizawa et al. (2011), the
estimated retrieval error would be at most 30% for σext. For example,
this error in σext would cause the ICF error of about 3% at the 248 K
bin in Figure 2a. Moreover, the ECMWF temperature might not be
necessarily the same as the cloud temperature derived from
Imaging Infrared Radiometer (IIR) (e.g., Hu et al., 2010), thus further
studies are required to examine associated uncertainties more quan-
titatively, together with the uncertainty from changing the lidar ratio
particularly for thick dust cases as mentioned in the section 2.

3.3. Comparison With Previous Studies on ICF Behaviors

These overall tendencies of ICF relative to T and σext in this study are consistent with the findings of previous
studies, which have shown a positive relationship between ice‐containing fraction and the less‐quantitative
indicator of dustiness (dust frequency, etc.) and a negative relationship between ICF and T. From Figures 1a
and 2a, we conclude that ICF is primarily determined by T (approximately from more than 90% to around
10% from the 233 to 269 K bins), but σext is also substantially influential in determining ICF particularly
at intermediate T range (approximately from 45% to 75% from the 0.007 to 0.110 km−1 bins in case of the
248 K bin), which could be interpreted as increased opportunities for freezing with larger σext. As stated in
section 1, Choi et al. (2010) and Tan et al. (2014) already concluded that dust would affect ICF, but they did
not succeed in determining a quantitative link between the dust load and ICF due to the unavailability of
physical parameters, such as the extinction coefficient and optical depth. However, Figure 6 of Tan

et al. (2014) shows the relationship between the relative aerosol fre-
quency (RAF) and SCF, and this shows three types of slope, i.e., fairly
flat, less steep, and steeper lines, respectively, for the −30, −20, and
−10°C isotherms for the dust case. RAF is a less‐quantitative para-
meter for use as a proxy of the aerosol load, and it corresponds to
σext in this study. These lines in their Figure 6 can be interpreted as
the frozen sensitivity of dust for different temperatures, an idea that
is essentially the same as our findings shown in Figure 2a.

Also relevant are differences in ice‐nucleating ability due to different
aerosol species. Tan et al. (2014) considered three types of aerosol
(dust, polluted dust, and smoke) and suggested that dust and polluted
dust act as INP over some regions, not mentioning smoke in this
regard. Gibbs et al. (2015) showed that fine glassy silicic volcanic
ash particles from the Santorini Volcano in Greece enhanced the
freezing fraction, but not to the same extent as feldspar dust did.
Furthermore, Seifert et al. (2015) found ice‐containing clouds 1.5 to
2 times more frequently during the dry season through a seasonal
analysis with polarization lidar measurements from Manaus, Brazil
(2.3°S, 60°W). Biomass burning was suggested as the possible origin
of this phenomenon, as it strongly influenced the aerosol composi-
tion during the season, injecting biological material, soil dust, and

Figure 3. A diagram illustrating ICF with the x axis as T and the y axis as σext.

Figure 4. The sample number at each grid of T and σext bins. The framework is
the same as that of Figure 3.
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ash particles into the atmosphere. Filioglou et al. (2019) also addressed the effect of aerosol type (classified as
marine, continental, dust, and elevated smoke) and aerosol load on the cloud phase (water, mixed‐phase,
and ice) of Arctic low‐level clouds. Although they introduced a quantitative parameter, aerosol optical
depth, to estimate the role of the aerosol load on freezing, their discussion was limited to two categories: high
and low aerosol optical depths.

As defined earlier, ICF is also dependent on the sample number of liquid water. Thus, ICF is also influenced
by updraft velocity and supersaturation (e.g., Hill et al., 2014). Moreover, ice crystals are formed also due to
incorporating INP by the cloud top entrainment (Fridlind et al., 2012). Recently, Coopman et al. (2020)
found that cloud glaciation temperature, defined as the temperature for which the ICF is equal to 50%,
decreased with stronger vertical pressure velocity at 700 hPa. In this regard, further research would be
required considering the effects of meteorology and cloud thermodynamics to better understand ICF
behaviors.

4. Conclusions

Using 3‐year data for the thermodynamic phase of the cloud top and σext derived from CALIPSO data, this
study examined the effects of σext on cloud phase partitioning by comparing these two parameters with spa-
tial proximity over latitudes greater than 45° in the Northern Hemisphere. This study has the advantage of
using a quantitative physical parameter of the extinction coefficient as the dust load indicator, rather than
merely the aerosol type information, as it can be converted into less‐quantitative parameters, such as the
relative frequency. Our findings are summarized as follows.

1. From Figure 1a, ICF was a monotonic function of T for all ranges of σext. Flatter and steeper parts could
be observed near the lowest and highest T, and intermediate T bins, respectively, indicating convex in
lower T and concave shapes in higher T ranges. The larger σext was, the larger ICF became in the same
T bin, and vice versa. Although the variation in ICF due to differences in σext in the same T bin was smal-
ler in the bins near the low and high ends, those in the intermediate T bins were larger. In particular, ICF
values were most spread around the intermediate T bins (248–255 K), with an almost 30% difference
maximum.

2. From Figure 2a, the curves of the highest and lowest T bins were quite flat in relation to σext. Compared
with the lowest T, the highest T curve was less flat near the high σext regions, due to promotion of the
freezing by dust. For the other intermediate T bins, however, the curves increased monotonically with
different slopes depending on σext values. Especially, the central two curves (248–255 K) were steeper cor-
responding to the greatest spread of ICF values in Figure 1a.

3. From the above analyses thus obtained, we concluded that ICF was primarily determined by T, but σext
was also substantially influential in determining ICF particularly in intermediate T range, which could
be interpreted as increased opportunities for freezing with larger σext. As for the sensitivity of ICF from
Figures 1b and 2b, it took the lowest both at the largest σext and lowest T values and at the smallest
σext and highest T values, while it got the highest at intermediate σext and T values. Also, the sensitivity
of ICF became higher as σext got smaller in the lowest T and as σext got larger in the highest T. These beha-
viors could be understood from the combination of specific characteristics of T (the lower, the easier for
freezing) and σext (the larger, the easier for freezing).

As stated in section 2, we evaluated the cloud top phase using σext values just above the cloud top, assuming
the incorporation of INPs through cloud top entrainment. Comparisons of the cloud base phase with σext
values just below the cloud base are generally desirable, since clouds usually form via updrafts. However,
this analysis is difficult to perform due to strong attenuation of satellite lidar signals, but the
ground‐based lidars would more clearly demonstrate the influence of dust particles from the ground, where
they are significantly more abundant.

Finally, this study addressed the only dust property of the extinction coefficient, but other microphysical
properties (e.g., the number concentration and size distribution) would be interesting to consider. The rela-
tionship between the number concentrations of ice and dust particles is also of great interest. Ice number
concentration is determined using the effective radius, ice water content, mixing ratio of the 2‐D plate with
3‐D ice categories by using attenuated backscattering coefficient and depolarization ratio at 532 nm from
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CALIPSO and radar reflectivity factor from CloudSat (Okamoto et al., 2010; Sato & Okamoto, 2011;
Sourdeval et al., 2018). Thus, it is straightforward to study the relation. Space‐borne Doppler cloud profiling
radar (CPR) and high‐spectral‐resolution atmospheric lidar (ATLID) will be onboard on the EarthCARE
satellite in 2022. The lidar ratio information is expected from ATLID so that more reliable ice particle clas-
sification will be possible through analyses of 2‐D diagram of lidar ratio and depolarization ratio at 355 nm
(Okamoto et al., 2019).
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